Re-Fit Hospitality Suite
Barnsley Football Club
Barnsley
CPS Involvement
Complete Pipework Services were
employed to take on the full project as the
main contractor. Design responsibilities and
CDM regulations are all within our portfolio,
as was project managing all contractors obtaining maximum efficiency throughout
the contract:

Project resolution
The project consisted of removing various
internal walls to create more space,
converting the suite into a modern, efficient
environment (with state-of-the-art air
conditioning and ventilation) and with a
well designed modern bar/server. With
woks completed, the installation of a new
suspended ceiling, electrical equipment and
lighting, the suite now feels spacious and
modern.

Timescale
The project was carried out during the
close of the football season, with the
lounge back to full working use before the
new season started - a very tight schedule.
Therefore a full programme of works was
provide by Complete Pipework Services,
including monitoring on a weekly basis to
ensure all other trades adhered to the short
timescale.

Project results
The new Legends Suite has proved to be
very beneficial to the Football Club, not only
financially, but as a privileged environment
for all the executive members, staff, players
and senior management to congregate
before during and after the match. The club
can now offer a wide range of functions
from weddings to parties, from conferences
and gentlemen’s evenings, all thanks to
Complete Pipework Services.

Projects costs
The budget provided was initially £75k.
CPS were able to complete all the
necessary build, mechanical and electrical
works (along with the new bar which
currently sits as an impressive focal point
within the newly named ‘Legends Suite’)
within budget, leaving Barnsley FC with
funds to spend on further ventures.
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